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ABSTRACT 
Consider the Hardy space H,’ on the unit ball in C”, n > 1. We will study strongly exposed points of 
the unit ball of H ‘_ We give a necessary and sufficient condition for exposed points in the unit ball of 
H’ to be strongly exposed. The condition is that the distance of the exposing functional to 
C(S) + H” be less than 1. The proof employs an F. & M. Riesz type result for a measure that is not 
representing. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H1 denote the usual Hardy space on the unit disc D c C or on the unit ball 
B c C”, n > 1. That is, H ’ consists of holomorphic functions f on, say, B with 
supo<,<t &If (Yz)Id CT < a. Here S denotes the boundary of B, Twill denote the 
boundary of D and Lebesgue measure on Swill be denoted by CT or 1 1 and nor- 
malized so that ISI = 1. As usual H l-functions will be identified with their 
boundary functions, thus H ’ is viewed as a subspace of L’ (a). 
The closed unit ball of H ’ will be denoted by U and its boundary by dU. We 
are interested in function-theoretic characterization of what are called strongly 
exposed boundary points of dU. Recall that if K is a convex set in a Banach 
space 8, a point x E K is called extreme if K \ {x} is convex; a point x is called 
exposed in K if there exists A E f3’ such that Re(A,x) > Re(A,y) for every 
y E K \ {x}. If K is the unit ball in B this is equivalent to the existence of il E 8* 
with (A,x) = llAl1 while (A,v) # llA[i for y E K \ {x}. The functional A is called 
an exposing functional for x. Finally, x is called strongly exposed if x is exposed 
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(with exposing functional A) and has the additional property that if {x,,} is a 
sequence in K such that 
Of course, if a point is strongly exposed, then it is exposed. If a point is exposed, 
then it is extreme. 
For f E 8U an exposed point, one may represent the exposing functional of 
norm 1 by f/l f 1 E L”, see Section 5. Now we turn to H ’ (D). It is a result of 
deLeeuw and Rudin [dLR] thatf is an extreme point of U if and only if 11 f11 = 1 
and f is an outer function. There isn’t such a satisfying description of exposed 
points, but there are positive results, cf. [Ha, Na85, Na91, S, Y]. E.g., a complex 
polynomial p E dU is exposed if and only if all its zeros are outside the open unit 
disc, and it has only zeros of order 1 on the unit circle T. Strongly exposed points 
were considered by Temme and the author, see [TW]. It was shown, e.g., that an 
exposed polynomial is strongly exposed if and only if all of its zeros are outside 
the closed unit disc. 
In the case of H ’ (B) much less is known. A characterization of extreme points 
like the deleeuw-Rudin result is not available. Its proof serves, however, to show 
that in the higher dimensional case functions having a non-trivial inner factor 
such that both inner and outer factor belong to H l, are not extreme. Also, it 
gives that functions in 6’17 that are bounded away from 0 on a neighborhood of 
some boundary point of S are extreme, cf. [RI, or even exposed, cf. [WI. 
In Section 5 we shall prove the main result of this paper: 
Theorem. An exposed function f E U is strongly exposed if and only if 
4fllf I> C(S) + HIW’) < 1. 
Here d is the L”-distance and H1 (B)’ denotes the space of L”-functions on S 
that annihilate H’(B). In [TW] the ‘if’ part of this theorem was proved for 
H * (II). The ‘only if’ part was overlooked. In [W] the several variable situation 
was studied and a partial result in the direction of this theorem was obtained. 
The proof of the theorem uses Banach algebra methods. There is much re- 
semblance with the Banach algebra approach indicated in [TW], see also [Na91]. 
However in our situation the appropriate F. & M. Riesz theory has to be devel- 
oped. This is done in the Sections 2-4. In Section 3 we collect some facts con- 
cerning the algebra of bounded functions on S that admit holomorphic extension 
over almost all complex lines through the origin. For this algebra an F. & M. 
Riesz type theorem is proved in Section 4. Section 2 contains some basic har- 
monic analysis on the unit sphere. 
2. SOME HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
We recall some results that may be found in [RI. Let c denote the invariant 
normalized measure on S. We let L stand for any of the Banach spaces LP(a), 
1 < p 5 0~) and L’ any of the spaces LP(o), 1 2 p < co. There exists the following 
decomposition of L2 (CT). 
L2(o) = CE3 H(p,q), 
0 <P>4<~ 
where H( p, q) consists of the harmonic homogeneous polynomials of bi-degree 
(p, q) in (z, Z) on S. Th e spaces H( p, q) are mutually orthogonal. The orthogonal 
projection is denoted by rrp,q : L2(o) + H(p, q). It is given by integration against 
an antisymmetric kernel Kp,q(z, w) with the property that for every z in S, 
Kp,q(z, w) E H(p, q). It follows that the projections extend to every L. Let Q = 
{(p,q) E ZOO x ZOO}. For W c Q let L’, denote the L’-closure of the span of 
H( p, q), (p, q) E W. We will use the following theorem of Nagel and Rudin, 
which may be found in [R, th. 12.3.61. 
2.1. Theorem [NR]. If Y is a unitarily invariant, closed subspace of L’ and if 
W c Q is the set of all (p, q) with 7rt,,q Y # {0}, then Y = Lb. 
2.2. Proposition. Zff E L’(o) and f or all p, q the projection np,q(f) = 0, then 
f = 0 a.e. (CT). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1, or may be seen directly: For ht,,4 E 
H(p, q) we have Jf (z) hp,q(z) = Jf (z) J Kp,q(z, w) hp,q(w) = 0 by Fubini’s theo- 
rem. The uniform closure of the span of all H( p, q) is C(S). It follows that f an- 
nihilates C(S), hence f = 0. q 
2.3. Definition. For 1 5 Y < oc, the subspace L’(u)(,,,) is denoted by or(g). 
The subspace consisting of those f E L”(a) with 7~*,~ f = 0 for q > p is denoted 
by Q-(a). 
It follows from the continuity of the projections T~,~, that fir(a) is a closed 
subspace of L’(a). 
Let T denote the unit circle in C. A function f E L’(T) is called holomorphi- 
tally extendable to the disc if and only if for j > 0 & f(C) Cj d< = 0. Note that 
this means that the Poisson integral off is holomorphic on D. We say that a 
function f E L on S is holomorphically extendable over a complex line 1 through 
the origin if f 1 J”S is extendable to the disc I fl B. The line I through the origin 
determined by z E S is denoted by [z]. If f is holomorphically extendable over a 
complex line [z] then f 1 ii) (0) d enotes the value of the extension off to [z] n B at 
the origin. 
2.4. Proposition. A function f E L is holomorphically extendable over a.e. com- 
plex line through the origin tfand only ifrr,,q(f) = 0 for allp < q. 
Proof. It suffices to prove this for L’(a). Let Y denote the subspace of L’ (CT) of 
functions that are holomorphically extendable over almost all complex lines. It is 
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clearly a unitarily invariant subspace and also it is closed: If_& are holomorphi- 
tally extendable and ]]fn -f]] -+ 0, then we have forj > 0 
if n -+ 00. Hence for a.e. z E S,f((‘ z 1s extendable over the disc. Now Theorem ) . 
2.1 may be applied and Y = LL for some W c Q. It is clear that an fp,4 is holo- 
morphically extendable over complex lines through 0 if and only if p > q. Thus 
W = {p > q} and the proposition follows. q 
Consider the usual Hopf fibration of the sphere: 
where K(Z) = [z]. Forf = C fp,4 E L*( ) u we define rof = C, fp,p E L*(o). It is 
easy to see that qf is invariant under z -+ eiOz, hence 7~0f can be viewed as an 
L*-function on Cpn - ’ 
dowed @P”- ’ 
, as such it is denoted by qf([z]). Of course we have en- 
with the measure obtained by pushing forward u under r. 
2.5. Proposition. For f E L*(o) the operator 7~ is given by 
(2.1) qf (z) = & y f (zeiO) de. 
0 
Let 1 <r<cm; (2.l)dJi e nes a boundedsurjmtive operator ~0: L’(a) + L’(@P”-‘). 
Iff E fir(a), then nof([z]) =fl r;](O) a.e. 
Proof. First consider the case r < 00. For f,,, E H(p, q) (2.1) is clear. Also, for 
continuous f, 
so ~0 is bounded in r-norm on a dense subset, and may be continuously extended 
from LY(a) to L’(a), or rather to L’(CP”P’), by invariance under z + e’Oz. 
Iff E L”(a), we find that (2.1) is valid in L* sense. The right-hand side is in L” 
and Ihf IL 5 Ilf IL. 
To see that 7~ is onto, note that forf E L’(@P”-‘) one has f o YT E L’(C) and 
7ro f o YT = f. The last statement of the proposition follows immediately from the 
integral representation. 0 
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2.6. Definition. The conjugation operator will be the operator T : L2 ( CT) + L2 ( CT) 
given by 
TfPs4 = -i& for p > q, 
TfP>, = ifP>Y for P < 4, 
Tfp,y = 0 for p = q. 
It is clear that T is bounded and has norm 1. Furthermore, for f E L2(a) we 
have f + iTf E f12(g). The following is an immediate but useful consequence of 
this observation. 
2.7. Proposition. For every real valued function f E L2(a) the function F = 
f + iTf E fi2(a) is such that Re F = f and Im F[,](O) = 0 for almost all z E S. 
Proof. A function f E L2(a) is real valued if and only iff,,, =f&,. Hence, iff is 
real valued, then so is Tf. Put F = f + iTf E f12(cr). Clearly Re F = f and since 
~0 T = 0, it follows that Irnno F = 0 a.e. q 
2.8. REMARK 
The operator T may also be described as follows: Let f E L2(a). Then Tf I[_] is 
the usual one variable harmonic conjugate off 1 fz] for a.e. [z]. That is, with 
Qd4) = Im 3 (. > 
the usual conjugate Poisson kernel, cf. [G], we have 
Tf (z<) = & J Q<(4) f (ze@) d+, z E S, C E D. 
This may serve to show that T : LP( ) o --+ LP(cr), 1 <p < OCI, but we have no use 
for this. 
We also need the following lemma. Recall that HP(B) is the set of holomor- 
phically extendable LP(a) functions. Equivalently, f E HP(B) if and only if f E 
LP(cr) and 7rs,, f = 0 if t # 0, cf. the proof of Proposition 2.4. Moreover, f E HP 
has a zero of order at least r at the origin is equivalent to 7rX,f f = 0 for t # 0 or 
s < Y. 
2.9. Lemma. Let g E H( p, q), h E Q-(a), andf E H ’ (B) such that f has a zero 
of order r > q - p at the origin. Then J’, ghf dg = 0. 
Proof. For a function F E H ’ on the unit disc D in @ with a zero of order r at 0, 
a polynomial G m z and z on @ of d egree < r and a function H E H x (D), it is 
clear that 
y GHFdt3 = 0. 
pli 
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By the requirements on f, g and h their restrictions F =f 1 I, G = g I[, H = h 1, 
are functions of this sort for almost all complex lines I through the origin. Thus 
ro(ghf) = 0 a.e. (a). Hence, by invariance of c under the circle group, 
J-ghfda=Jq(ghf)da=O. q 
s s 
3. THE ALGEBRA P’(u) 
We consider floo(~), the closed subalgGbra of EM(a) consisting of those f E 
L” (cr) with the property that for almost all complex lines 1 through 0, f 1 tns may 
be holomorphically extended to the disc I n B. Observe that f 1 ins is a well 
defined bounded function for almost all lines I through 0. Clearly n-(a) is a 
closed subalgebra of L”(a). In view of Proposition 1.4 it is characterized by 
7rp,( a-(a)) = 0 for all p < q. Many properties that H”(D) has as a subalgebra 
of L”(T), are shared by Q-( ) CT as a subalgebra of L”(a). Their proofs are also 
practically the same. 
Let X denote the maximal ideal space of L”(a). Then it is well known, cf. [G, 
Ho], that via Gelfand transform L”(a) is identified with C(X). Thus we may 
regard 0 M (0) as a uniform algebra on X. 
3.1. Proposition. The algebra 6’-(o) is strongly logmodular, that is, if f E 
LW(a) is real valued, thenf = log IuI for some invertible u E am(a). 
Proof. Put 
U = ef+irf, 
It is clear that f = log IuI and that u E n-(a). 0 
Viewing 0 as a functional on L”(a), it gives rise to a unique functional on 
C(X), which by the Riesz representation theorem may be presented by a measure 
6 on X. As usual we denote Gelfand transform with ^ and abusing the notation 
slightly, we also use it to indicate the map from L”(a)* to C(X)*. 
For a measurable set E c S, its characteristic function XE is an idempotent in 
Lm(a). Its Gelfand transform 2~ assumes only the values 0 and 1 on X and is the 
characteristic function of a set E c X. Note that 
8(E) = JxEd&= JxEda=a(E). 
X s 
Conversely, this completely determines 6, since the step functions are dense in 
L”(a). Moreover the following isometry theorem may be proved in exactly the 
same way as its one-dimensional analogue in [G], p. 202: 
3.2. Theorem. Let 0 < p < 00. Then the correspondence 
XE + xi 
extends to a unique positive isometric linear operator from LP(o) onto LP( X, 6). 
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In particular this says that Lo3(X, 8) = C(X). 
The maximal ideal space of 0 O” (0) is rather big. The following corollary gives 
some information. 
3.3. Corollary to 1.5. The operator ~0 from K?-(o) onto L”(@P”- ‘) is con- 
tinuous and multiplicative. Iffor some p, q > 1, f E P ( CT) and g is holomorphic on 
the range off, such that g of E Om(a), then rrog o f = g o 7ro f. 
Proof. Obvious from the last description of “0 in Proposition 1.5. q 
From this we see that the maximal ideal space of L” (Cp * ~ ‘) can be viewed as 
part of the maximal ideal space of G-(a). 
4. F. & M. RIESZ THEORY FOR P”(o) 
Suppose that A is a uniform algebra and that h is a homomorphism of A. The 
usual F. & M. Riesz theorem states that if h has unique representing measure m 
and a measure p annihilates the kernel of h, then both components of the 
Lebesgue decomposition of ,U with respect to m annihilate this ideal. In [TW] this 
theorem serves to give a proof of Proposition 4.2 in the one-variable case. In the 
setting of the algebra o-(a), where m is replaced by 8 we give a direct proof of 
4.2, which will be analogous to the usual one, cf. [G, Ho]. 
4.1. Lemma. Let E = U E,, be a countable union of compact sets E,, c E,,, 1 c X, 
with &(E,) = 0. There exists a sequence fn E 0-(o) such that 
1. @II < 1 
2. fn + 1 a.e. 6 
3.. 2 + 0 on E. 
Proof. Pick U, E L”(o) such that ic, E CR(X) have the following properties: 
&(x) > 0 on X, i&(x) > n on E,, and sX 8, d& < l/n. This is possible because 
6(E,) = 0. Let fn = e- (Un+iTUn). Then fn E 0-(o). We have Iii = e-;n < 1 on X 
and on E,, 12 I < e -“. 
It remains to show 2: We use Proposition 2.7 and Corollary 3.3. 
~~l-~lzdB=~~l-f.12dn=1+JIf,12do-2Re~f~do 
X s s 
5 2( 1 - Re l e-(““s-iTun) da) 
= 2( 1 - Re s ~0 e-(un+iTun) da) 
2(1 -ReJe -‘+.+i%) da) = 2 _ s ,-U..[;](o) da(z) 
s > 
526 - J” (1 - ~n,[z](O)) d+)) 
s 
= 2 J u, da(z) < 2/n. 
s 
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Hencef, + 1 a.e. (8). I7 
4.2. Proposition. Suppose the E C(X)* and that u is in the weak* closure of 
H’ c C(X)*. If u annihilates C(S), then ~16. 
Proof. Let hp,4 E H(p, q) and let g E Qncc(g). We claim that S &4gdv = 0. This 
is clear for p > q. To see it ifp < q, first note that by Lemma 2.8 for r > q - p any 
function of the form hp,4 g annihilates the H ‘-functions with a zero of order > r 
at the origin. Now let J E H’ be a net such that 3 6 + u weak*. Write f; = 
Pi + &, where Pi is the Taylor polynomial of degree q - p of J;: and 4i E H ’ is 
defined by thEquality and hence has a zero at the origin of order > r. Since u 
annihilates C(S), f; + 0 weakly* and Pi + 0 uniformly. We obtain 
J hp,4gdu = lim J hp,4gJ;: do = lim J hp,,gPi da = 0. 
x s 
We have for u and for I$,~ u the Lebesgue decomposition in absolutely con- 
tinuous and singular part: 
U = &CT + Using, 
&~,q u = ip%q 6 + up,qsingr 
for some functions k, kp,q E L’(cr). From the uniqueness of Lebesgue decom- 
position we infer that kp,q = hp,q k. Since up,qsing is singular with respect to 6 there 
exists a set E c X that is an increasing union of compact sets, with 6(E) = 0 and 
up.qsing(X \ E) = 0. W e c h oose functions 4j as constructed in Lemma 4.1 and 
obtain from Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem 
It follows that J hp,4 k da = 0 for all h,,q, hence k = 0 and u is singular with re- 
spect to 6. 0 
To justify the title of this section we next give an F. & M. Riesz theorem for 
Q-(U) and 0. 
4.3. F. & M. Riesz Theorem. Let I c G-(a) he an ideal contained in 
{f E 0-(o) : Jfda = O}. 
Suppose that u annihilates I and has Lebesgue decomposition 
u = id& + using. 
Then both g da and u,,,,~ annihilate I. 
Proof. Let u = 2 de + usirlg be the Lebesgue decomposition. As at the end of the 
previous proof we obtain E and 4j. Then for h E Z we have +h E I and by 
Lebesgue’s theorem 
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Thus g da and hence also Vsing annihilate I. q 
5. STRONGLY EXPOSED POINTS 
In this section U will denote the unit ball in H1 (II). Inview of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem a functional A on H1 (B) c L’ (a) may be represented by g E L” and 
Ilgl]X = ]11111. Iff E U is exposed, then it follows easily that its exposing func- 
tional may be represented by f/If and that this is the only function of norm 1 
with this property. We will need the following result of [Hofl. 
5.1. Theorem. Zf {fn} c U tends to f E U uniformly on compact sets, and 
llhlll + llflll, thenf, tends tof in L’(a). 
In fact, this is an easy generalization to several variables of a theorem of 
Newman, [Ne], which deals with the one variable case. The proof is based on 
slicing. We now arrive at the main result. 
5.2. Theorem. Suppose f is exposed in U. Then f is strongly exposed fand only if 
4fllf I, C(S) + H’(B)‘) < 1. 
Proof. Let g =?/I f I be the exposing functional off, We first prove the if part. 
Letf,E UbesuchthatJf,gd cr + 1. We may assume ]I f II = 1. Identifying fn 
with fn 0, the functions fn are viewed as functionals, first on C(S) and next on 
L”(a) or rather via the Gelfand transform on C(X). As functionals on C(S) we 
select a weak* convergent subsequence { fn,}. It converges to an H l-function F 
on B. On X the sequence {fn,l has a weak* convergent subnet converging to a 
measure v on X. Also F can be lifted to a functional P E L’(B) c C(X)* on X. 
Note that llvll = 1 (= Jgdv), while l/P]1 < 1. We consider Y - fib. This measure 
satisfies the condition of Proposition 4.2, thus v - P616, hence v - Fe_@&. 
From this we obtain 
(5.1) 1 = ]lV]l = l]F&l] + I/V - P&II. 
We have 
1 =Ssdv=S~~d~+SB(dv-~d~) 
I II@ + d(g, C(S) + H’(B)‘) [Iv - i%ll, 
since v-P6 annihilates Gelfand transforms of C(S)+H’ (B)‘. Now d(g, C(S)+ 
H l(B)‘) < 1 and (5.1) imply that v = @. We have found that J Fgda = 1. Be- 
cause f is exposed, the H l-function F equals f independently of the choice of the 
subsequence fn,. Thus the sequence fn converges weak* to f. Theorem 5.1 applies 
and we obtain that f is strongly exposed. 
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For the converse implication, suppose that d(g, C(S) + H1 (B)I) = 1. By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a measure V, llvll = 1 on X, such that 
j-gdv = 1 and Jhdv = 0 for h E C(S) + H l(B)’ c L”(C). Since v annihilates 
C(S) it cannot be of the form ?, F E H’(B). We have to show that v is in the 
weak*-closure of H1 c C(X)*. Observe that for every 4 E C(X), the equality 
s & d6 = 0 for all h E H ‘, implies 4 E H1 (B)‘, thus j 4 dv = 0. All bounded 
linear functionals on C(X)* with the weak* topology are given in this way, hence 
another application of the Hahn-Banach theorem finishes the proof. q 
Theorem 5.2 leaves the question open how to compute d(f/Jfl, C(S)+ 
H ’ (B)‘). This is probably quite hard in general. In special situations one can say 
something. 
For f/If1 E L”(a) c L2( ) [T we have an orthogonal decomposition f/If1 = 
g+h, where gE H2 and h c H 21. Note that with our conventions H21n 
LDO(a) = H”. We could be lucky and have g E L”(U) and d(g, C(S)+ 
H’(B)‘) < 1. In that case h E H” and hence d(f/lfl, C(S) + H’(B)‘) < 1. 
Thus we obtain the following example. 
5.3. Example. The homogeneous polynomials in dU are strongly exposed. 
Proof. Let f be a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in dU. As f is con- 
tinuous on S, it follows from the results in [W] that f is exposed. Let P be a 
homogeneous holomorphic polynomial of degree p. Then for p > n 
_ 
s 6 P(z) dg(z) = J-J h e-ineP(z) e’p’ g da(z) = 0. 
We conclude that the projection of f/l f 1 on H 2 is an antiholomorphic poly- 
nomial of degree 5 n. It follows that d(f/l f 1, C(S) + H 1 (B)‘) = 0 and we are 
done. q 
This example shows that contrary to the one variable case, and in line with the 
results about extreme and exposed points in the several variable case, strongly 
exposed points may have lots of zeros on B. 
5.4. Questions 
1. As was mentioned in the introduction, it is easy to see that f E dU is 
bounded away from 0 in absolute value on some neighborhood of a boundary 
point of S, then f is exposed. Is such an f also strongly exposed? 
2. In the one-variable case there exist exposed points which are not strongly 
exposed, cf. [TW]. How is this in the several variable situation? 
3. Similarly, in the several variable situation, can one find extreme points that 
are not exposed? 
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